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Our Ref.  MMc / DMB          22nd April  2022 
 
 
 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

School welcomed back pupils this week after the Easter break - everybody returned relaxed with batteries 

recharged ready for the last Term of the academic year. Where has the time gone? 

Every Friday morning, I hold a whole school celebration assembly. Each class shares the successes of the 

week with targets for next week. You may be aware that our rewards system provides opportunities for 

pupils to earn points throughout the week- lessons, break and lunch. Points can be earned not just for 

academic achievement but other character qualities that school values such as kindness, supporting 

others, communication, problem solving etc. The feedback this morning was outstanding across school- a 

great start to the term. 

Some KS 4 and 5 pupils are making final preparations for their exams. I wish them luck. You have spent 

the last 2 years working hard to put yourself in a good position. 

It is a bit of a ‘stop start’ to the Term with 3 Bank Holidays (including the Queen’s Platinum holiday): 

Monday 18th April, 2022 

Monday   2nd May, 2022 

Monday   6th June, 2022.  

Teachers are currently evaluating and reviewing your child’s Short Term Outcomes (STO’s). STO’s are 

designed to support the Education Health Care Plan (EHCP) Outcomes. Once complete you will receive a 

copy. 

I write to parents and carers at least twice a year to remind them that school holds a whole range of data on 

their child that supports the work school completes to maximise the opportunities for pupils to make 

progress. Some of this information is recorded electronically on our ‘CPOMS’ system. CPOMS= Child 

Protection Online Monitoring System. The system is not for the sole use of recording Safeguarding issues. 

It covers a whole range of information that builds up a picture of your child’s progress, the challenges they 

may face and the support school puts in place. This information is freely available on request. 

Further information on the data school holds is available on the school website:  

http://www.greenbankschool.org/page/privacy-notice/62306 

Have a safe weekend. 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

Mr McCann 

Headteacher 
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